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Well Done!
Major Ceneral D.vid McCoach, Jt'., Commanding Ceneral, Ninth Service Command, Ft. Douglas, Utah, is thoroughly
familiar with the production records of
the Anaco.nda Copper Mining C'ompany
in Montana, since Montana comes under
the jurisdiction
of the Ninth Service
Command.
Ceneral McCoach in this
message wriHen especially for COPPER
COMMANDO says to the employees for
the past records: "Well doone." For the
future records, he says: "The job is well
started, and we know you will do your
share to fin,ish it."
~
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T HE splendid

production record of the Anaconda Copper
Mining Company provides a 'fitting opportunity for me to extend, on behalf of Under-Secretary of War Robert Patterson,
sincere congratulations
to the employees and management of
that organization
for consistent
and outstanding
productive
efforts in supplying integral and basic materials 'to our armed
forces and our battlefronts.
Everyone connected with the Anaconda Copper Mining
Company can take personal pride in the devastating blows now
being struck at our enemies in every theater of war. You yourselves struck one of the first blows by supplying the vast quantities of copper so essential in the effective prosecution of the
war effort .. The effective, hard work you have done for many
years is now beginning to.pay off. You have been and are partners in our mission to win this war.

..

Let's look at the facts.
How strong is the enemy today?
How hard is the job ahead? Almost every day we read or hear
of heavy air assaults upon Germany's industrial cities; the Marshalls invaded; Truk attacked.
There is real satisfaction in
this news.
But there is not the slightest factual reason for
over-confidence
or wishful thinking.
It is only the second
round-and
the, first round was theirs.
Remember this we
still have not come anywhere near meeting the real strength of
the enemy. Japan is determined and defiant.
Germany is stiU
powerful.
We must match that strength and we must do mor ....
Sicily serves as an example.
In preparation for the attack on Sicily, vast stores of supplies ~ere built up for six
months.
Our air forces made more than 50,000 sorties over
Sicily. The initial assault used 3,200 vessels.
Facing our
troops were fifteen and one-half divisions-over
twelve unwilling Italian divisions and three and one-half German divi-
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sions. Yet Allied casualties in Sicily were over 31.000 killed,
wounded and missing.
Thus the size of the job ahead is clear, when we realize
that Sicily was only an outpost and a preliminary test. Ahead
of ,:,S are the heavily fortified coast lines of Axis-held Europe,
backed up with powerful industries geared to one. purpose:' to
make instruments and munitions to win this war. Ahead of us
are three hundred German divisions, many, many of them waiting to receive us and others facing Russia on the Eastern fronts.
Beyond Europe are the powerful defenses of Axis Asia-Japan,
the countries she has conquered and is exploiting. These are
incredibly rich in resources, instruments of war and slave labor.
That labor they are using to fight us. They have new planes with
speed. armor plating and self-sealing tanks. Their labor reserve
alone is three times the population of the United States. They
have woven a defensive web around themselves and their stolen
possessions which permits them to rush mobile forces to any
vital point we may attack. So far we have only dented the rim
of a territory which will be defended to the death. Our figures
on captured enemy prisoners prove that. Only one prisoner in 3""
thousand is a Jap. Those are the plain facts.
Now we come to the year of decision. The blows struck in
1944 must determine the outcome of the war. We are ready
for the test of our spirit, our strength and of our fortitude.
This
year wi II be one of hard work. Perhaps for many of us, a year of
tribulation, of sacrifice, and of. personal tragedy. Let us make it
one of success. Let us increase our efforts and our determination to see this thing through to a final ultimate of completion.
And to you, employees of the Anaconda Copper Mining
Company, I can only say in conclusion, never have the people
of any organization so richly deserved that salty commendation. "Well done:' The job is welt started, and we know you
will do your share to finish it .
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In honoriog Mrs. Katherine Booth. shown
on the cover. COPPER COMMANDO
honors all Mothers who are giving so
much to this global war. The mother of
four sons. all in the Armed Forces. and
herself an employee of the Waterbury
Plant of the American Brass Company
producing vital war materials, Mrs. Booth
we feel is typical of the Mothers of American servicemen.
W·ELL DONE! ••

:

,
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Major General David McCoach, Jr., Commanding General, Ninth Service Command, Fort Douglas. Uta h, is well'
acquainted with the production records
of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company. To those who have contributed in
making these production records, he says:
"Well done," and urges that our efforts
and determination be lncreased to see this
war through to final victory.
•
BRASS M·ILL

4

In one of the Waterbury plants of the
American Brass Company, a subsidiary of.
the Anaconda Copper Mining Company,
condenser tubes are made for the Navy.
Made of seventy per cent copper and
thirty per cent nickel, a condenser tube is
- as essential to the operation of a battleship as a radiator is to an automobile.
This is another end use of the copper from
Montana.

7.

REPAIRMEN AT WORK __.

Twenty maintenance men, otherwise
known as the Repair Crew of the Zinc
Plant at Great Falls, take care of approximately one hundred fifty jobs a month
in the Leaching Plant and the Purification Residue Plant. The pictures used in
the story will give you an idea of their:
work,

Bombardment such as accompanied the invasion of Sicily didn't stop this trainer and
loader aboard an American cruiser. They kept methodically at their work all during
the bombardment and the Stars and Stripes waved triumphantly in honor of our brave
,

boys in the Armed Forces and the men on t he Production Front who are furnishing
the materials which enable them to stay at their post.

,

CLOBE TROTTER ---------.----•... ----------------9

Jack Bradford, an armature winder at the
Electrical Shop in Butte, has covered more
. terri tory than anyone we know around
Butte. He's been in twenty-six countries
and in 'thirty-eight states and has jammed
into his life more ~xperiences and adventures than most professional globe trotters dream of.
TH EY TOOK TO TH E WOODS •...

10

Some folks seem to have a special knack
when it comes to working with wood.
That certainly is true of the carpenters in
the Carpenter Shop at Anaconda. The
boys keep all the departments on the Hill
supplied with needed wooden parts.
These pafts are most necessary for the
operations producing metal for our Armed
Forces.

I

•

COPPER COMMANDO is the official newspaper of the Victory i...abor-Managemenf
Production Committees of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company and its Union
representatives

at Butte, Anaconda, Great Falls and East Helena, Montana.

issued every two weeks •• '. COPPER COMMANDO is headed by a joint committee
from Labor and Management; its policies are shaped by both sides and are dictated
by neither • ~ • COPPER COMMANDO was established at the recommendation
the War Department with 'the concurrence of the War Production Board.

of

Its edi-

tors are Bob Newcomb and Marg Sammons; its safety editor is John L. Boardman:
its chief photographer is AI Gusdorf; its staff photographer is Les Bishop .•• Its
Editorial

Board consists of: Denis McCarthy, CIO; John F. Bird. AFL; Ed Renouard,

ACM, f.rom Butte: Dan Byrne, CIO; Joe Marick, AFL; C. A. Lemmon, ACM, from
Anaconda; Jack Clark, CIO; Herb Donaldson, AFL, and E. S. Bardwell. ACM, from
Great. Falls ..• COPPER COMMANDO is mailed to the home of every employee of.
ACM in the four locations-if

you are not receiving your copy advise COPPER COM-

MANDO at 112 Hamilton Street, Butte, or. better still, drop in and tell us.
Volume 2. No. 19.
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BRASS

MILL
,-his is a story of a condenser tube and hoW it is made. Composed
of seventy per cent copper and thirty per cent nickel. it is vitally important to the operation of our Navy. In one of the Waterbury plants of the American Brass Company we followed Montana
,opper through an important operation.

~ HE condenser tube is as essential to
the operation of a battleship as a radiator
is to an automobile. It is a fact that,
without condenser tubes, the U. S. Navy
would be immobilized and useless. Condenser tube failure will stop a battleship
as fast as a torpedo in the engine room.
Knowing these things, the men and
women at American Brass who work on
condenser tubes are well aware of the
important job they perform for the war.
Every person there knows the tremendous
importance of condenser tubes and real-

izes that he must do a real job. But the
copper workers of Montana should know
too that, unless the condenser tube workers were supplied with copper, these Connecticut'" workers could not supply the
Navy. So here is another example of teamwork. We in Montana produce the copper so that the brass workers in Waterbury can produce condenser tubes. A condenser tube is really just a long hollow
tube; a turbine driven battle ship, as many
of us know, operates on steam made from
fresh water. Ships take on this water just

like fuel oil and the water can be used
over and over. The water is converted into
steam in the boilers, whence it goes ,into
the turbines, is expelled from the turbines and returned to fresh water by running through the condensers. A condenser
is actually just a bunch of tubes in a big
shell. Sea water runs through the tubes
and reduces the temperature. so that
steam is converted back to water and returned to the boilers. You can see why
the condenser is often called the "heart
of the battleship.
It

•

Those are condenser tubes at the top
of page four during preliminary examination; they will be rigidly examined by
plant and Navy inspectors afterward.
The woman in the picture is Mrs. Rose
Coidone, one of many patriotic women
who have foresaken their housework to
help the war program. Mrs. ..Coidone's
husband works in the plant also.

.

But let's begin at the beginning and
see just how these condenser tubes are
made. In the picture at the lower left of
the first page Raymond Grohs is standing before the electric furnace:--he is
just starting to pour a round super-nickel
tube billet (these are called super-nickel
billets and contain, as we have said, seventy per cent copper and thi rty per cent
nickeD.
In the righthand Jpicture the
hot metal can be seen pouring into the
mold.
When the biIlet comes out it is several feet long. and is covered with dross
which must be turned off. On the second page at the upper left we see the
rough turning operation with Lawrence
Champagne standing beside a pile of
turned billets as a new one comes
through the turning machine.
In the
next picture we see these billets being
sawed into proper lengths by Maurice
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Cremino for extrusion or pushing into
tube form. As you can see, these billets
have rough edges or burs which must be
cut off and in the third picture at the
upper right Maurice is shown removing
the burs.
Now these billets are ready for the
heating furnace. They are going to' be
heated white hot and then extruded as
We shall see. In the picture at the bot- .
tom of the page we first see Ralph Coppola handling a white hot bilIet from the
furnace; in the second picture .at the
bottom, he has placed the billet in what
is known as the Schloeman press for extrusion or pushing into the seamless tube
blank. Note the punch just above the
flame.
Now we move on to the pit below
and in the picture at the lower right we
see the extruded tube blank (this was
the part of the operation that really
staggered , us-just
a couple of seconds
before we had been looking at the tube
billet which isn't over a foot high and
about six inches in diameter and the next
time you see it, it comes sliding down
into the pan, shown in the lower right
picture, several feet long and hollow.
The tube squirms like a snake coming
down the inclined slide and reminds you

very much of the hot rod at the Rod Mill
in Great Falls. That is Frank. Lieder who
catches the tube with tongs and straightens it before it is dropped into the cold
water bath for cooling.
Now let's turn the page.
You
mustn't forget that this tube blank isn't
the proper size and must be drawn down
.further. In the picture at the top of the
page Joseph Stasaitis is operating a draw
bench where the tubes are drawn down
in size and over a plug or mandril: This
operations increases the length of the tube
and reduces its diameter and thickness •.
In the second picture we see the final automatic electric semi-anneal of the condenser tube.
Now the tubes move on for cleaning and inspection. They have been
dipped in a pickle bath for ~cid cleaning ..
The tubes are then cut to length by sawing. In the picture at the bottom, two
veterans are at work cleaning the sawdust from the tubes with compressed air,
Bob Newcomb, editor of COPPER COMMANDO, is seen standing between 'the
two men-the
old-timer at the left is
Adam Darenski. Adam has one son in
the Navy and another son who has recently been discharged from the Army
after active service. At the right we see

• .i •

Justin Grincunos.
He has a son in the
Army in Italy. These two old-timers
take a great deal of pride in their workthey must make certain that these tobes
are thoroughly cleaned with compressed
air.
On the opposite side of the room
several women conduct visual inspections
of the exterior of the condenser tube;
farther along, the tubes are subjected to
water tests to make certain they do not
leak. Any tube showing the slightest imperfection is thrown out.
In the small
picture at the bottom of the page. we got
a shot of one of these patriotic Waterbury
women who has volunteered her services
in the condenser tube division,
She is
Mrs. Pauline Kovan; when her son went
into active service with the Army she felt
that she must also do her share.
After the condenser tubes have been
given these inspections. samples from
each batch are taken to the laboratories
where they are subjected to the most
rigid tests possible by plant technicians
and Navy inspectors There are very. very
few rejects among the condenser tubes
because the ~tmost care is exercised and
the people who work 'on condenser tubes
know that they have an important job to
do in keeping our great Navy on the job.
It was interesting for your COPPER
COMMANDO reporter to visit with several of the condenser tube workers during the lunch hour.
Most of them had
sons or relatives in the service and all of
them expressed a great interest in knowing what the operations in Montana were
like. None had ever been in a mine.or had
any idea of how closely linked the operations in Montana and those in the Naugatuck Valley really are.
-One old-timer said: "It is very interesting to hear about copper mining and
smelting in Montana, and to look at the
pictures in COPPER COMMANDO which
you have 'brought us. You can tell the
folks out there for us that we hope these
articles you are publishing about our
work will be of interest to them."
We". we feel sure the folks in Montana are as interested in you as you are
in us.

,
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HERE'S the repa.ir crew of the Zinc Leaching Plant. Front row
are: Clyde Peterson, foreman; Joe Palagi, Tony Slimberger, Joe

Stocker, Bruce Athey.
Back row are r William Doflemore,
Sevart Midge, Otto BoJes, Joe Varelia and William Remmel.

RepairlDen .at Work
T here

are twenty maintenance
men
working as the Repair Crew of the Zinc
Leaching Department
at Great Falls.
These twenty men take care of approximately one hundred fifty jobs a month
in the Leaching Plant and the Purification
Residue Plant.
One of the main jobs of
the repair crew is the making of the

Moore fi Iter bag canvas covers,' as shown
in the lower picture.
Two rhicknesses
of canvas nine feet long and six and a
half feet wide are marked off with blocks
in order to get the seams in the right
places. Narrow seams for reenforcement
are used at the top and bottom of the
covers so that a one-inch pipe can be

inserted and held in place on the frame
or basket of the filter. These covers are
stitched with number six left twist linen
cord.
Around sixty covers are made a
month for the American and Moore fi 1ters in the Plant. The Repair Crew take
off the old and put on the new filter cov..
ers when they are needed.

-

EARL H. MOHR is shown sewing the filter bag covers along the narrow seams.
The seams reenforce the covers.

AT the Zinc Plant warehouse Moore filter bag canvas covers are ~ade for the three
-Moore filters used in the Zinc Leaching Department.
John Allen is marking the
cover off for the seams.

People (;' Places
....

,..

OLD

..
WAR MOTHERS

I T'S as though

a searchlight played upon
them-all
the little things which tell the
stories of the Mothers, of our A;med
,Forces today.

A Mother may not talk about the
-heavy ...ir assaults upon Germany's in(Justrial cities or about the invasion of the
Marshall Islands, or a'bout the plans being made for the post-war period, but did
you ever notice how she smiles whe~ she
tells you of her son who is taking part in
these bombing missions and'invasions
. and making it possib~e for a post-war
period?, Did you ever notice the beads
of pe;spiration which dot her forehead
when she speaks of her son? Did you
ever notice the drive she puts into her
work in a war plant? Did you ever notice
the plans she is making for her son when
he returns? Th.at's post-war planning, too.
Probably no one else in the world wants
this global war to end for the same reaJOn as the Mothers of our Armed Forces.
Each turn of a wheel in a war plant
means to a Mother employed there that
her son is just that much nearer home.
As Mrs. Katherine Booth, our Cover
Mother, said: "I felt that I must do something to contribute to the fight my four
sons were entering, so I applied for a
job in • war plant."
Mrs. Booth, employed at the Waterbury
Plant of the
American Brass Company, puts that cerfain something int-o her work-to
get this
war over. Another Mother worker at the
Waterbury Plant is Mrs. Mary SantaglIeda, who is a production veteran of two
Wars.__An employee during World War
I, Mrs. Santagueda was the first to apply
for a job when the United States entered
World War II. She has neither been late
nor absent since she started the week following Pearl Harbor.
She h~s her own
way of saying-without
words-that
she
knows how essent~1 it is ....at the boys on
the firing line have tfte equipment with
which to get this war won. And the war
must be won before the boys can come
home.
Mothers can't let their minds
stray to invasions, but their every though~
is directed toward endin, invasions •

• '8 •

Timer Joe Strock was born on
March 10, 1878, and that's a long time
ago. He works at the Zinc Plant Sub-station at Great Falls, as shown in the picture
at the bottom of the page, and has been
there since 1915. But the rnost interesting thing about Joe's sixty-seven years is
that he has never been sick in his life. He
has never been in the hospital.
Joe came to this country from
Czechoslovakia in 1901. He speaks graveIy about the atrocities committed in his
homeland and hopes that the United'
Nations will some day avenge them.
When he reached this country (he came
by way of Canada), he came to the West
and worked in the coal mines for a time.
In the succeeding years he has done all
kinds of work - he. was a stripper for
twenty-five years, for example, at the
Zinc Plant.
Joe has four children all married and
nine grandchildren. We asked Joe what
his hobbies are-if
he liked to hunt or
fish 'or play cards. Joe replied that when
he gets home he likes to sit down in a
chair and take it easy. We asked him if
h~ liked to putter around the house. He
said he didn't care particularly about it.
Joe adds that he believes in enjoying life
as much as he can and we guess he's got
the system.

IN THE OFFICE
WHEN Second lieutenant
Harold Babcock was home on a furlough, he stopped
in the office. Harold is the son of Stanley
Babcock, and a brother of Leonard Babcock, P. F. C. in the U. S. Marine Corps,
who was killed in the South Pacific /recently. While we were visiting, Harold
told us of the fine work the Red Cross
is doing at the various camps. He's
been at several.' He got his pre-flight
training at one, his primary training at
another, his basic training at another,
, his
wings from an advanced flying school and
is now located in Texas waiting for orders
to go over and get in the battle. He said:
"I can't tell you how much we all appre-

date the work of the American Red
Cross. When I received the wi re fr-om
Mother advising me of my brother's
death, J took the wire to the Red Cross
and asked if a furlough could be arranged.
.The Red Cr9SS checked wi th my Mother
and Dad here in Butte for a confirmation
and then they not only arranged my leave
but gave me the money with which to
come home. In one day all arrangements
were made for me including my transportation. No one will ever know how much
I appreciated the Red Cross hel ..

,.

Harold says he wants more than ever
now to get into the South Pacific for he
feels that he h'as a private grudge and intends to settle it. Harold, who worked in
the mines of Butte before his enlistment ..
said: "I didn't r~alize until my brother
was killed the full meaning of war. But
now I do. If only everyone could 'feel as I
feel now-without
having the same experience-then
more sons and brothers
would be coming back. There would be
fewer casualties. I want to give everything I've got to Uncle Sam until the war
is won. Tell the folks here that if they'll
all pitch in and give us the materials we
need, we'll use them effectively-for
there are enough boys who feel as I feel
now.

..
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daytime and took a course in the night
time at Tulane. Along came the 1907 __
panic and he was caught in it like many
others. So he loped back to Texas and
knew the pains of standing in the grub
lines. In 1909 he joined the Texas Rangers for service on the Mexican border. It
THE champion globe trotter of the Butte
Hill is Jack Bradford, an armature wjnder
was a rough, tough life. The feeling at
at the Electrical Shop. COPPER COM.
that time between Mexico and our counMANDO has four-bits for the guy who
try was running high. The Rangers pacan show that Bradford's record can be
trolled a thousand miles of border from
beaten.
EI Paso to Browns..fleld,'and they had only
sixty-five men to do the job twenty-four
hours a day. Jack says he practically lived
on his horse. At that time Madero was
J"ACK BRADFORD has bee~ in twentyin this country, and it was feared that he
six countries and in thirty-eight states and
was attempting to obtain ammunition
he has jammed into his life more experiand troops so that he could depose Diaz,
ences and adventures than happen to the
- the president. It was part of Bradford's
professional globe trotter. He has ranged
job to see that Madero returned to Mexin his life all the way from the Magellan
ico without men or supplies, and he folStraits to the Arctic Circle. He has been a
lowed
Madero to the river and made sure
soldier, an oil man, a miner and a dozen
that he was travelinr -'ithout troops or
other things too detailed to mention. He
equipment. Jack served his stretch there
worked six years in Chile at an altitude of
from 1909 to 1914; he was shot in the leg
12,000 feet. He has been through the
in one of the skirmishes and the bullet
Panama Canal six times. As a Texas Randid
a neat job of scarring him up--he
ger he followed Madero to the Mexican
will show the scar to intimates who will
border. He roamed with the United Fruit
agree
that he was a lucky man not to have
Company for three years and now he has
lost his leg. He took another whirl at
settled down at the Electrical Shop, his
armature
Winding from 1914 to 1917 and
roaming instincts pretty well stilled. He's
the outbreak of the war found him workprobably as good a yarn spinner as there
ing for the Italian government under the
is on the Hill. He was born on a cattle
direction
of Piagio, the shipbuilder. He
ranch in Nolan County, Texas, and spent
quit in 1919 and v-ent to British Columhis youth there. But the idea of living all
bia for two years, where American
his life on a ranch didn't appeal to him;
Smelting and Refining Company was puthe wanted to get away and see the world.
ting in a smelter. After the job was
Money is one of those things you need
through, he went to Fairbanks, Alaska,
when you have ideas like that, and Jack
just to look around, and when he returned
had built up for himself a modest stock
to
Vanco~JVer he was ordered by the
- of horses and cows. He sold them and Cuggenheims to New York. As soon as
started out.
he got there, he went to Chile-the
AnaHe wound up on his first tour at
conda Company later bought the property
Mississippi State where he attended
and he stayed on for three years as an
school for a year. Then he trekked to New
ACM
employee.
Orleans and got a job on the street rail.
The itch to travel got hirn again and
way there as an armature winder. The
he traveled all over South America. He
idea of getting '"" electrical engineering
came
up the west coast and finally debackground appealed to him so he continued his work on the railway in the
cided be wanted to ship out into this

GI'ohe
.
Trotter

•
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country. I-te had fifteen pounds In English money and he made a deal with.an
officer of a British tanker to get him' up
to Port Arthur, Texas. Fifteen pounds
wasn't enough to take care of him com-fortably, so he managed to fatten his income by playing blackjack with the crew. /
His luck held up all the way to Port Arthur and he disembarked with a pretty
sizeabla sum of money. He figured his
luck couldn't stand up indefinitely and
he hasn't played blackjack since.
Back in this country Jack went to
work for Inspiration Copper. This was in
1926, and Jack left in 1932 to go with the
U. S. Indian Service. When his job started
to look doubtful, he decided to leave PoIson where he was stationed and came
back to Butte.
Lack of space makes it necessary for
us to skip over a lot of the intervening
years and to tell of his roamings all over
South America, Italy and France, China
and many other countries.
A widower, Jack has three daughters and one son. The daughters are all
married and about the only roaming he
would like to do now is to return to his
home in Texas and see his family.
His son is with the Texas Cavalry in
the South Pacific and Jack told us a few
interesting things about how COPPER
COMMANDO is received down therewe thought you might like to hear. It
seems Jack sends his son each issue of
the COMMANDO. The kid liked to look
at the pictures although he knew none of
the people. Then one morning replacement troops were brought into his company and one of the fellows, seeing that
Jack's son had a copy of the Labor-Management newspaper, cried out, "Boy,
there's COPPER COMMANDO!~ The
newcomer went on to explain that he was
a Butte boy and that there were several
other Montanans who had come in with
the replacement troops. According to a
letter the boy wrote Jack, the newspaper
was j"Ust like news from home. The boys
watch for its receipt and know almost to
the day wheR it will arrive.

.9.
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MOST
carpenter shops are interesting
places to visit. You don't have to have
a mechanical type of mind to appreciate
what carpenters do. But you certainly
can have a lot of respect for the speed
and efficiency of the boys on the job.
The other day we dropped in ,at the
Smelter to visit the boys and have a talk
with D. E. (Duncan) Matheson, the superintendent.
He showed us all through
the shop and it was interesting to see how
the shop operates. Over on the opposite
page we show a number of boys at various operations. In the upper left picture
are George Frankovich and Art Lindblad,

-

George is busy making filter screens for:
the zinc plant ancf Art is watching him.
In the picture next to it we see Earl Smith
at the mortising machine with Clarence
Weis, assistant superintendent, beside
him. This machine bores a square hole
and Earl is the operator. In the third
picture we see Otto Kleinhans. Otto is
at the band saw cutting saddles for pipes
at the zinc plant. In the picture just be·Iow that, 'we managed to catch Evald
Johnson at the turning lathe. That lathe'
is a particularly efficient piece of machinery-it makes plugs or anything else
that requires turning. Opposite Evald is
Lloyd Robison. Lloyd is working at the
jointer or joining machine. As you can
guess, this is the gadget that joins timber and it has a great many practical
uses. Down in the lower lefthand corner, we I get a good picture of the plane
mill for planing lumber. It can handle
boards 10 inches thick by 24 inches wide
down to a board one inch thick. That's
Duncan Matheson in the center looking
at the camera-the man at the left taking
out the board is [imrny Clark, while Otto
Kleinhans stands at the right close to the
machine.
Saws and knives get dull in any carpenter shop and one of the necessary jobs
in a shop is the maintenance of this
equipment. There in the lower lefthand
picture Sid Hareland is sharpening planing knives. The knives run back and

forth against the emery wheel until they
are fit togo back to work.
Two of the veterans at the Smelter's
Carpenter Shop are AI Christiansen and
Lee Comer-that's AI in the upper _Ieft- "
hand picture on this page at work bench;
he is 'setting a saw. Lee is planing a
board (actually he did it as a favor to the
photographer who wanted to catch him
at the bench). In the adjoining picture
Pete Eckberg and Frank Beck are shown
at the other end of the planing milllook across the page at the picture with
Duncan Matheson in it and you will see
the 'opposite end. , Down in the lefthand corner George Frankovich and
Frank Johnson are putting cross-cuts in
filter screens. Frank is the shop foreman.
While we were over at the reverbs
we noted two of the carpenters working
on the No. 2 reverb furnace and we show
them to you in the lower righthand pic..
ture. That is Harold Lathrop at the top
and Kay Stovner 'below.
The boys in the Carpenter Shop in
Anaconda work out of the Shop as well
as in the Shop. It's a lot more convenient
for them to go over to the Reverberatory
furnaces or wherever carpentry is needed
and do the job right there. It saves time
and time needs to be saved for there are
many jobs on the Hill for the carpenters.
Replacements of worn parts as well as
new construction keeps them busy..

Landing
Craft
•

....
In the Navy's present construction

program, landing craft are

the top priority vessels. Vast numbers of these craft are urgently needed to spearhead our attacks in all war theaters.

S'ecause

we as metals producers in Montana contribute to the construc,
tion of these craft, we thought we'd tell you a little about them.

LANDING craft are not beautiful

boats. They are built for utility. In the

picture above in the distance you can see one of the ships anchored.

This

stuJdy ship carries men and material

new

and has opened up an entirely

phase of modern warfare. These craft were used in the Sicilian invasion and
will be used in greater and greater quantities
their effectiveness ••••

Recently a wounded

ing craft won the Presidential

Unit Citation.

as time goes on because of
Bluejacket

told how his land-

Seaman Second Class Marvin

Alexander was a crew member on one of the first infantry landing craft to
hit the beach in the Sicilian invasion. Speeding in under heavy enemy fire
in Sicilian landing operations.

the craft grounded

on a sandbar

when her

helmsman was shot. Her gallant crew stood by the' guns of the ship during
four days of repeated
ander mentions

air attacks.

Later she was refloated.

Seaman Alex-

that one of the ship's 20 mm guns fired

1,760

rounds.

blasting away at enemy planes and pillboxes.

SEAMAN Alexander

relates that on the day she became'the

craft 'to win the Presidential

Citation, the ship succu~bed

first landing

to a direct bomb

hit in another

raid. The last man to leave the ship was the skipper. He was

almost trapped

by flames but he leaped clear. During the life of the ship,

she landed troops that took part in the Tunisian campaign and took -baek a
number of prisoners. Telling of the Sicilian invasion Seaman Alexander said

.

(

that they got Within a couple of hundred yards of the shore when the enemy
opened fire with everything
shot and tumbled
speed ahead."

they had. The man at the speed controls was

forwa~d. jammin,

The helmsman

had his head shot off. The winchman
anchor. The ship grounded

the engine

was wounded.

room telegraph

A sea",aneotaking

at "fu."
soundings

never had a chance to drop the stern

on a sandbar and lay there helpless., broadside

to the beach itself. Finally the ship had only one gun in shape to fire.

"

FARTHER back, Seaman Alexander continues
Department,

the Na~is 88 mm batteries

in his statement

for the Navy

were blasting away in the direc-

tion of the landing craft, while from overhead German planes were strafing
the' men and the ship. Another

Lei had come in back of Alexander's

with her gults biasing and helped to knock out the shore batteries.
lasted for four days and nights-they
iust escaped bei.
worked

tried

ship
But it

to move the ship, failed, and

sunk by German dive bombers.

At last a salvage crew

the ship loose and she came back home undel

her own power

,

where the crew learned that she had earned the Presidential

Unit Citation.
/

No, the boys agree, landing craft are not beautiful.
transport

But they are helping to

men and materials all over the world and when there is a fight-

ing iob to be done these ships can do it •••
photos from the Office of War Information.

These pictures

are all Navy

..

